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SECTION 1

learning context

1

design context

learning purposes

Puppets and puppet performances have
universal appeal and children of all ages
in primary school enjoy making puppets
and putting on a puppet show. Here the
emphasis is on designing and making a
set of puppets together with a puppet
theatre, which the children themselves
can use in putting on a performance with
a message. The message could be for
younger children to help them learn about
avoiding strangers, road safety, keeping
teeth clean, healthy eating, not playing
with fire and so on. Alternatively the
message could be for the same age
group as the children themselves and
deal with issues such as saving
endangered species or problems of bad
behaviour at school. The context can be
simplified by providing a ready-made
puppet theatre complete with working
curtains and lights.

In this unit children will learn:

t to develop their designs by thinking
about the purpose of the products, the
intended audience and other possible
users; (Sessions 1 and  2)

t to develop their ideas through
sketching and working with fabrics,
paper, card and wood;

(Sessions 3, 4 and 5)

t to mark, measure, cut and join
materials with increasing accuracy;

(Sessions 3, 4 and 5)

t to use a variety of tools with precision
and care;

(Sessions 3, 4 and 5)

t to use simple mechanisms to produce
different types of movement;

(Session 6)

t to use simple electrical circuits to
control lights; (Session 6)

t to plan and implement complex
operations – puppet performance.

(Sessions 7 and 8)



SECTION 2

tasks for learning

the small tasks
the focused practical tasks

the big task
the design and make task
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The big task is for children working in
groups to write a short story with a
message and then design and make the
puppets and puppet theatre that can be
used to tell the story. Planning the
production is an important part of the
activity, with the performance as its
climax.

Planning 60 minutes

Performance (allowing 10 minutes per
group) 90 minutes

The evaluation 30 minutes

Unit review 30 minutes

1 Exploring puppets and puppet theatres
60 minutes

2 Writing a simple play script
60 minutes

3 Making examples of different types of
puppets

2 hours in 30 or
60-minute sessions

4 Designing a stage 60 minutes

5 Making curtains 60 minutes

6 Designing scenery 60 minutes

the finger mouse is a simple construction
three card cones plus a curled paper tail.
The glove puppet required greater skill –
assembling two identical halves by
sewing and adding simple bold
decoration with fabric paint. It requires
considerable dexterity with a sharp knife
to produce the menacing monster figure
of the shadow puppet



SECTION 3

children’s decisions

design decisions

33

The children can decide on the following:

t who the performance is for

required learning in Session 1,

design decision made in Session 2;

t the message of the performance

required learning in Session 1,

design decision made in Session 2;

t the story of the performance

required learning in Session 2,

design decision made in Session 2;

t the characters in the performance

required learning in Session 2,

design decision made in Session 2;



SECTION 3

children’s decisions
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design decisions (continued)

t the types of puppets used in the
performance

required learning in Session 3,

design decision made in Session 3;

t the theatre and set for the performance

required learning in Sessions 4 and 5,

design decision made in Session 7;

t the workings of special effects in the
performance – curtains, lighting, sound

required learning in Sessions 4, 6 and 7,

design decision made in Session 7.



exploring puppets and puppet theatres
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
60 mins

session
one

Teacher input

Explain to the class that they are to put on
a puppet performance and that they will
be responsible for writing the story and
designing and making the puppets and
the theatre. As this is such a complex task
they will work in groups. It will be
important for them to explain their own
ideas clearly and listen carefully to the
ideas of other children in their group.

Show the class the following sorts of
puppets:

t stick puppet; t finger puppet;

t glove puppet; t shadow puppet;

t string puppet.

Pupil activity

Tell the children to draw a quick sketch of
each type of puppet and add notes
explaining how the puppet is used.

Teacher input

Show the class a very large box and
discuss how it can be turned into a
theatre that can be used with each of the
different types of puppet. Discuss with the
class how scenery, curtains and lights
might be added.

Pupil activity

Tell the children to make a drawing with
notes that shows how to turn a box into a
puppet theatre.



SECTION 4

teaching the unit

session
one
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exploring puppets and puppet theatres (continued)

Teacher input

Discuss with the class who the puppet
play might be for and the sorts of
message that would be of interest to
them. For example the message could be
one for younger children to help them
learn about avoiding strangers, road
safety, keeping teeth clean, healthy
eating, not playing with fire and so on.
Alternatively the message could be for
children in this class and deal with issues
such as saving endangered species or
problems of bad behaviour at school.

Pupil activity

Organise the class into working groups
(between four and six children each) and
ask each group to discuss who the play
could be for and possible messages. Tell
each group that they should then suggest
an audience and a message for the
puppet play. Display all the suggestions
and then give each group a free choice
from the suggestions made by all the
groups.

Resources

Stimulus: a selection of different types of puppets, some examples or pictures of ready-made
puppet theatres;

Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in working as a group and how the risks can be controlled by
the way the children behave and treat one another.

Audience
MessageYr 1 children keeping teeth clean

 Yr 2 children healthy eating
  Yr 3 children  crossing he road safely
   Yr 4 children   don’t play with fire
    Yr 5 children    keeping out of trouble
      Parents

    helping with homework
       Everyone      endangered species
        Everyone       being brave (an       adventure story)
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writing a simple play script
suggested timing
60 mins

session
two

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Tell the class that the plays should take no
longer than five minutes and have no
more than five characters. The rest is up
to them. Write the following information
on the board and tell the class that they
will need to use these ideas in writing the
script for the play:

t message – what the play is about;

t story line – what happens and what
the characters do;

t locations – where the play happens;

t characters – who is in the play;

t dialogue – what the characters say.

Remind the class that each group has
decided on the audience and the
message for their puppet plays.

Pupil activity

Organise the class into working groups and
tell them to discuss ideas for the play and
use the key ideas to develop the script.

Once the groups have begun to make
progress write the following on the
blackboard.

t Which puppets – which sort of puppet
should you use for each character?

t What scenery – how many different
locations are there in the play?

Tell the class that each group will have to
make these decisions to complete the script.

Children may continue this writing
exercise as part of their English work. You
may find that some children benefit from
using the computer as a word processor
for drafting the script.

Resources

Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils, computer and printer (optional).

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when working as a group.



suggested timing
120 minsmaking examples of different types of puppets

session
session
three

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Tell the class that each group should now
design and make the puppets they need
for each character. Explain that there are
simple instruction sheets (available as ready-
to-copy sheets) on making the different sorts
of puppets and that each group should get
the sheets they need to help them design
and make the puppet. Remind them that they
have their notes from Session 1, which will
help them get the puppets to work well.

You can make an overhead transparency
of each sheet and explain it in detail to the
class as a whole.

Pupil activity

The children in each group work together
to design and make the puppets needed
for their play.
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Resources

Consumables: ‘Design and make a finger, stick, sock, glove, shadow and string puppet’ sheets,
elastic bands, think rectangular section wooden strip, wood dowel, lollipop sticks,
selection of fabrics including felt, PVA glue, old socks, paper bags, buttons, sequins,
wool, string, paint, Sellotape, masking tape, sewing thread, pipe cleaners;

Tools: scissors, needles, paint brushes, juniorhacksaw, sawing board, drill bits, hand
drill.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using the tools,
materials and components available for making puppets
and how the risks can be controlled by taking care and by
using the correct procedures.

glove puppet stick puppet

finger puppet

string puppet



Teacher input

Remind the class of the way to make a
theatre from a large box. Explain that
there is a simple instruction sheet
explaining how to do this well. Remind
them that they have their own drawings to
help as well.

suggested timing
2 hours

designing a stage

session
session
four

SECTION 4

teaching the unit
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Pupil activity

Children in each group work together to
design and make the theatre needed for
their play.

Resources

Consumables: ‘Design and make a theatre from a large box’ sheet, large card box, plain and
corrugated card, PVA glue, paint;

Tools: scissors, paint brushes, junior hacksaw, sawing board, hand drill,
drill bits, bradawl.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when using the tools, materials and
components available.
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Tell the class that the theatre will need
curtains that open and close to show the
beginning and end of the play and
breaks between different scenes. Explain
that there are some simple instructions
‘Design and make screens and curtains’
(available as a ready-to-copy sheet) that
will give them ideas for producing
mechanisms to draw curtains.

suggested timing
60 minsmaking curtains

sessionsession
five

session

Pupil activity

Children in each group work together to
design and make the curtains needed for
their theatre.

Resources

Consumables:  ‘Design and make screens and curtains’ sheet, plain and corrugated card, dowel,
drawing pins, sewing thread, felt, polyester cotton sheeting;

Tools: junior hacksaw, sawing boards.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when using the tools, materials and
components available.



SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
60 mins

session
session
six

designing scenery

Teacher input

Tell the class that the theatre will need
scenery to indicate the locations of the
story. Explain that there are some simple
instructions ‘Design and make backdrop
scenery’ (available as a ready-to-copy
sheet) that will give them ideas for
producing scenery.

Pupil activity

Children in each group work together to
design and make the scenery needed for
their story.

Resources

Consumables: ‘Design and make backdrop scenery’ sheet, plain and corrugated
card, dowel, paint, PVA glue, bobbins;

Tools: scissors, junior hacksaw, sawing board, paint brushes.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when using the tools, materials and
components available.

11
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extension work

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Children who finish early or who require
an extra challenge might be asked to
consider the following.

t How the story may be improved by
sound effects; ‘Developing sound
effects’ (available as a ready-to-copy
sheet) will give them ideas for
producing sound effects.

t How the  story may be improved by
lighting effects; ‘Developing lighting’
(available as a ready-to-copy sheet)
will give them ideas for producing
lighting effects.

Resources

Consumables: ‘Developing lighting’, ‘Developing sound effects’ sheets, batteries
(9v pp3), battery connectors, bulbs, crocodile clips, electrical switches,
thin insulated wire, coloured acetate, coloured tissue, plain card, corrugated card;

Tools: wire strippers, screwdriver, scissors, ruler, pencil, musical
instruments, tape recorder and microphone, computer
(optional).

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using the tools, materials and
components available for developing special effects and how the risks can
be controlled by taking care and using the correct procedures.

session
six



session
seven

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
60 minsplanning the production

Teacher input

By this stage all groups should have
produced a story with a message, the
puppets and the theatre, complete with
curtains and scenery to tell the story (and,
for those who have done extension work,
sound and lighting effects).

Tell the class that they now need to plan the
production. This will involve deciding in
detail all the stage directions to accompany
the script. Explain that nothing must be left
to chance. For example, it is important to
state that at the start of the play the curtains
must be closed and the correct scenery in
place, the lighting ready to be switched on,
any sound effects ready to play and so on.
A good way to ensure that all the stage
directions are in place is to stick the script
onto one half of an A3 sheet of paper and
add the stage directions on a line-by-line basis.

Tell the class that they need to ensure that
their production meets these requirements:

t clear message;

t interesting story;

t look good;

t use special effects well;

t be visible and audible.

Pupil activity

Children in each group work together to
list the stage directions for their story and
then carry out quiet rehearsals.

Resources

Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when working as a group.
Discuss the hazards and risks involved in putting on a performance for an
invited audience and how the risks can be controlled by careful planning.

13
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session
eight

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

putting on the performance

Teacher input

The organisation of the performance will depend on the audience. If it is for members of the
class it is a relatively simple affair. If it is for younger children or visiting parents then it is more
complex. Either way it is probably best if you take charge of this as the children have more
than enough to do in simply putting on their plays. In organising the performance you should
ensure the following:
t a place for the theatre such that the performance can be seen by all the audience;

t suitable seating for the audience;

t a secure place for waiting groups to leave their theatres, puppets and props;

t a secure place for used theatres, puppets and props to be stored;

t interval arrangements while groups are changing over.

suggested timing
up to 90
mins
depending
on the
number of
performances
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session
eight

putting on the performance (continued)

Resources

Stimulus: puppets, puppet theatres, curtains, scenery
and any special effects;

Consumables: Sellotape, masking tape, drawing pins (for running repairs),
‘Puppet play performance evaluation’;

Tools: stapler, glue gun, wire strippers, screwdriver (for running
repairs), pencils.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when putting on a performance for
an invited audience.

Pupil activity

While the performances are taking place
the groups not involved in putting on the
performance should try to gauge the
effectiveness of the performance and the
audience reaction. They should use a list
of questions along the following lines.

t Was the performance visible?

t Was the performance audible?

t Did the performance look good?
– theatre
–   curtains
– scenery
–   puppets

t Did the effects work?
– lighting
–   sound

t Was the performance effective?
– Did it communicate the message?
– Did it keep the attention of the

audience?

You may wish to use
the ‘Puppet play
performance
evaluation’
(available as a
ready-to-copy sheet)
to help children
record their views.

SECTION 4

teaching the unit



suggested timing
30 mins

session
nine

evaluating the performance

SECTION 4

teaching the unit
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Teacher input

Explain to the class that they are going to
discuss the evaluation of the performances
using the ‘Puppet play performance
evaluation’ sheets as evidence. Give each
group the sheets relating to their performance.

Pupil activity

Children in each group work together to
discuss the information on the sheets and
produce a short written evaluation of their
performance, which they present orally to the
rest of the class. Each group should use their
puppets and theatre to illustrate their
evaluation.

Resources

Stimulus: ‘Puppet play performance evaluation’ sheets

Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Review the risk control procedures used during the puppet performance and suggest improvements.



suggested timing
30 mins

session
ten

SECTION 4

teaching the unit
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unit review

Teacher input

Explain to the class that it is important to
think about how to get better at design &
technology and that they can do this by
discussing the following questions.

t What did you enjoy most?

t What did you find easy?

t What did you find difficult?

t What did you get better at?

t Did you help each other?

t What could have been done better?

t How could these be done better?

Pupil activity

The children should discuss the questions in
groups and when they have finished you
should ask each group to make a short report
to the class. The class should agree a statement
for improvement based on these reports for
their next design & technology unit.

Resources

None required.

Health and safety check

Discuss whether the class used hazard recognition, risk identification and risk control  to produce a
puppet play performance safely.



SECTION 5

resources and links
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resources summary

Stimulus materials Consumable materials Tools

Session 1 different types of puppet, paper pencils
examples or pictures
of ready-made puppet
theatres

Session 2 paper pencils, computer and
printer (optional)

Session 3 ‘Design and make a finger,stick,sock, glove scissors, needles, paint
shadow and string puppet’ sheet, elastic brushes, junior hacksaw,
bands, thin rectangular section wooden strip, sawing board, drill
wood dowel, lollipop sticks, fabric selection bits, hand drill
including felt, PVA glue, old socks, paperbags
buttons, sequins, wool. string, paint, Sellotape,
masking tape, thread, pipe cleaners

Session 4 ‘Design and make a theatre from a large scissors, paint brushes,
box’ sheet, large card box, plain and junior hacksaw, sawing
corrugated card, PVA glue, paint board

Session 5 ‘Design and make screens and curtains’ sheet, junior hacksaw, sawing
plain and corrugated card, dowel, drawing boards, hand drill, drill
pins, sewing thread, felt, polycotton sheeting bits, bradawl

Session 6 ‘Design and make backdrop scenery’ sheet scissors, junior hacksaw,
plain and corrugated card, dowel, paint, sawing board, paint
PVA glue, bobbins brushes

Extension ‘Developing lighting’ and ‘Developing sound wire strippers, screwdriver,
work effects’sheets,batteries (9v pp3), battery scissors, ruler, pencil,

connectors, bulbs, crocodile clips, electrical musical instruments, tape
switches, thin insulated wire,coloured acetate recorder and microphone,
coloured tissue, plain card, corrugated card computer (optional)

Session 7 paper pencils

Session 8 puppets, puppet theatres Sellotape, masking tape, drawingpins (for stapler, glue gun, wire
curtains, scenery and running repairs), ‘Puppet play performance strippers, screwdriver (for
any special effects evaluation’ sheets running repairs), pencils

Session 9 ‘Puppet play perform- paper pencils
ance evaluation’ sheets
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Session 1 Session 2 Sessions 5-8

control, 3-dimensional (3D), characters, dialogue, pulley, clearance, rotation, backdrop, slots,
2-dimensional (2D), scenery, locations, message, story lighting effect, sound effect, series, parallel,
silhouettes, stage, theatre line operator, production, performance

vocabulary

links to other subjects

Literacy

This module would link well with the work
in term 1 where a comparison with a
story and a video is studied.  The follow-
up work to this could be to turn a story
into a play, for which the puppets could
be used.

This could also be linked to work on
Shakespeare.

The notes made about the evaluation
could be turned into a non-chronological
report evaluating the performance or a
review.

Speaking and listening

In this module the children will be able to
practise speaking with confidence in a
range of situations, adapting their speech
to suit the audience and purpose.

They will be able to gain and maintain
the interest and response of the audience.

They will be able to develop the use of
character, action and narrative to convey
story, themes and emotions in plays they
devise and scripts.

Experience will be gained of evaluating
how they and others have contributed to
the overall effect of the performance.



Design and make finger puppets

Type A

1 Cut out 2 body shapes to fit the finger; glue or sew these together as shown.
2 Sew or glue facial features such as hair, ears, whiskers onto the body.
3 Add arms and legs.

Type B: Conical finger puppet

1 Cut a quarter circle of thin flexible card, 5–6 cm radius. One card circle
makes four puppets.
2 Curl the card into a cone shape and glue into position.
3 Add features to create a character, for example a mouse.



Design and make a sock puppet

1 Use an old sock – the heel
should be uppermost on
animal characters.
2 Sew or glue pieces of
material/buttons/card
onto the sock to make
a face; add wool to
make hair/whiskers.

1 Cut out 2 pieces of fabric to fit
around the hand, in the shape of
the puppet character.
2 Sew or glue the 2 pieces
together.
3 Add eyes, nose, ears and other
features by gluing/sewing on
fabric, card, buttons, etc.

Design and make a glove puppet



Design and make a stick puppet

1 Draw, colour and cut out the puppet character on card to the required size.
For example:

2 Glue a thin piece of
wooden strip onto the back
of the card from which to
operate the puppet

Design and make cone stick puppets

1 Use a “pressed paper” ball for the head,
then make a hole in the ball to take a stick
of round dowelling.  OR
Use a wooden spoon with the back of the bowl
of the spoon acting as the face.

2 Cut 2 pieces of material for the body; join together and
glue onto dowelling.
3 Decorate the head, face and body with card features or
marker pens.



Design and make shadow puppets

1 On card, draw silhouettes for the characters required.
2 Cut out features such as eyes and nose to enhance the appearance of the
characters.

Also add fine wire/card strips for hair or whiskers.

3 Attach figures to thin wooden strips to control
the puppet.

4 Draw and cut out silhouette
scenery for the background.

glue onto back of
character

5 You can develop the shadow puppet
using split pins. You may need extra
control sticks for jointed limbs.



Design and make string puppets

t Making the cross piece
1 Use 2 pieces of stiff card or corrugated plastic measuring 20 cm by 2 cm.
2 Join together to form a cross, using a small amount of PVA glue.
3 Make a small hole at the centre of the cross and at the
ends of each part of the cross piece using a bradawl.
4 Attach strings to the cross piece through the holes.
t Making the body  of the puppet
Here are three ways to make the body.
1 Use plaited wool.
2 Use card tubes threaded together
with string.
3 Use wooden blocks joined together
with eye hooks.
t Making the head
1 Use a polystyrene ball and add hair and features.

t Dressing the puppet
1 Once you have a body plus head, you can dress the puppet.
To begin with make the clothes from paper until you get a good fit.
2 Use the good fit paper clothes as a pattern for fabric clothes.



Design and make a theatre from a large box

1 Cut away, or secure any loose flaps with
tape. Cut a hole in the base of the box, leaving
an equal border all the way round.

2 Carefully draw and cut out a stage front –
this may be as plain or decorative as required.

3 Cut the top of the box away
carefully for scenery and curtains/
screens.

4 Add thin strip to strengthen and stiffen the box.

5 Decorate front of stage by
painting and adding decorative
card panels, which can also be
used to conceal stage lighting.

6 Paint inside of stage black.

To make a shadow puppet theatre cut a
square hole in the back of the theatre for
a light to shine through.  Add a tracing
paper screen across the front of the
theatre.  Note that the tracing paper
screen can be added in the same way
as backdrop scenery. (See next sheet.)



Design and make backdrop scenery

1 Cut notches at equal distances to each
other on either side of the theatre. These
are for the scenery rods to rest on.

2 Measure and cut a piece of dowelling
to the correct length – the width of the
theatre plus 2 cm extra each end.
[A + 4 cm]

3 Draw scenery backdrops on thick card
– make width 2 cm less than width of
theatre (for clearance), make the height
the same as height of opening [B], but
allow for tabs to attach to dowelling as
illustrated.

4 Roll tabs round dowelling and glue into
position carefully.



Design and make screens and curtains

Screens

1 Make the screen using a flexible material such as felt and secure to
dowelling as shown.

2 Attach a card/wood wheel to one end of the dowelling, ensuring a firm fit. By
turning the handle in one direction you can raise the screen because it winds around
the dowel. By turning in the opposite direction you can lower the screen.

Curtains

1 Measure the opening of the stage
and sew 2 curtains to fit, allowing a
seam large enough at the top to take
a piece of round dowelling.

2 Hang rod with curtains into
theatre. Attach pulleys to sides of
stage, as illustrated. Fix strings to
curtains and over pulleys as shown.
Operate by either pulling strings or
winding onto a bobbin.

bobbin fixed to shaft and rotates when handle is turned

stage facia

wood section glued on
facia with hole for rod

stopper

pulley – clearance to
fit onto dowelling rod

pulley fixed to back of stage facia by rod

needle and thread

oversew edges of curtains to prevent fraying

punch/drill a hole using an awl or drill
on the edge of the wheel. Fix a piece of
round dowelling into this, ensuring a
firm fit – this makes a handle

cotton reel winding bobbin



Developing lighting

Controlling brightness

Here are two types of circuit.
Series circuit Parallel circuit

In which circuit are the bulbs brighter?
How can you fix the circuit to your theatre?
How many lights will you need to light up your stage?

Colouring the light

You can use coloured acetate sheet or coloured tissue paper to colour the light.
Make a small box to hold the light.  Cut a window in one side of the box
Cover the window with coloured acetate sheet or coloured tissue paper.

Drawing pin and paperclip mounted on
small block of wood to make a switch.



Developing sound effects

Think about and make a list of the different sorts of sounds that you wish to
hear during the puppet show.
Work in small groups.
Use everyday objects, your voices and musical instruments to create a
collection of sound effects that you need for your play.

Use a microphone and a tape recorder or a computer to capture the sounds
you need.



Puppet play performance evaluation

Name Class

Question

Was the performance visible?

Was the performance audible?

Did the performance look good?

  Theatre

  Curtains

  Scenery

  Puppets

  Did the effects work?

  Lighting

  Sound

Was the performance effective?

  Did it communicate the message?

  Did it keep the attention of the
  audience?
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